
REPRODUCIBLE ANSWER KEY FOR TEXT ACTIVITIES         i 

Why an Answer Key? 
Before Speaking is a high-beginning to intermediate oral-skills text for English learners of 
various native-language backgrounds. Its purpose is to prepare participants to talk 
informally about some basic topics of everyday communication: things, places, and people. 
By completing the exercises and activities of the book, learners become more fluent and 
more sophisticated in their use of the language. To facilitate these ends, text users may 
need input: instruction in basic sentence structures, vocabulary to express their ideas, 
phrasing, correction, commentary, suggestions for improvement, and models to follow. 
They can get some or all of these from a variety of sources:  

 the Grammar Notes (sentence patterns) in the Before Speaking text, 
 the Vocabulary Notes and Summary Vocabulary Lists of each chapter, 
 the examples (sample conversations and speeches) included with the exercises, 
 native or near-native speaker instructors, tutors, and other helpers, and 
 an Answer Key—a collection of possible responses to the items of each exercise or activity, 

with paraphrasing suggestions.  

Here are several ways to make productive use of the Before Speaking Answer Key: 

 Less proficient or less confident learners might like to look over a copy of an 
Answer Key segment before attempting to participate in or complete the 
corresponding activity. They can read the suggested language aloud, working on 
correct pronunciation. They can get the meanings and notice the phrasing of the 
difficult vocabulary. They can practice saying some of the phrases or sentences 
without looking at them.  
Participants shouldn’t read from the Key during the group or class activity, of 
course. Even so, preparation with the Answer Key may help them succeed in 
expressing themselves comprehensibly or fluently.  

 Other participants may prefer to look at the relevant Answer Key only after they 
have participated in or completed an exercise or activity. They can compare what 
they said and/or jotted down with the suggestions of the native speakers that 
compiled the answers. They can try their hand at paraphrase—saying the same ideas 
in various ways. They can begin polishing their language output—improving its sound, 
correctness, appropriateness, expressiveness, precision, conciseness, and so on.  
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